Building lead capture forms
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InboxGuru provides a simple tool for creating web forms that can be deployed into a page on your website. Customers who leverage
the web forms are typically placing the form on a static page on their corporate website for the purpose of lead capture. Generally
speaking, placing a form on your website is as simple as generating the code in InboxGuru and then pasting the code into the HTML
editor off your CMS.
To build your form, select "Create a new Page" in the drop down.
You will be prompted to select some options such as page source (select "My Website" if pasting into a CMS), redirect URL...etc.

For implementation and support contact: Dick Wooden or Julie Cooper
269-445-3001
Success with CRM Consulting Inc
www.SuccessWithCRMConsulting.com
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Redirect URL - this is normally a "thank you" page created by your web admin on the CMS and is the actual page people land on
when they complete the form. It should be simple and confirm that their information has been received and let the person know
someone will be back in touch with them
Additional form options
List Name -. This allows you to add someone to a list upon completion of a form. If added to a dynamic list that is associated with a
drip campaign, then the person will be auto-enrolled in that campaign.
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Lead Assignment - You can choose to use existing Infor CRM lead assignment rules or select an individual to direct assign a lead to.
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Next Step - Field Mapping
Once you've selected your form options, you’ll be presented with the available fields to use in your lead capture. This will be a mirror
image off the fields in your Infor CRM database.
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